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Network planning

Our results are seen in increased public
transport use, improved customer sasfacon
and improved value for money for government.
Overview

Transport networks are the life blood of our cies. They reach out across the urban landscape
like the veins and arteries of the body, delivering people, goods and services to our community
and driving producvity.
Keolis Downer aims to oﬀer communies mulmodal mobility
soluons that are simple, eﬀicient and seamless. By designing
transport networks that people want to use, we are able to
break down the barriers to public transport use and drive
increases in patronage.

We have over 100
years’ experience
designing and
operang transport

A foundaon
in experience Keoscopie

Our understanding of travel paerns is based on over 100
networks
years’ experience delivering passenger transport soluons in
France, Australia and elsewhere. Over recent decades, the
Keolis and Downer businesses have been able to grow beyond
their tradional markets and to form a new partnership in
Australia that brings together our deep local knowledge and world-class experience.
Within Keolis, 100 years of transport operaons experience has been captured in our Keoscopie
framework. This bank of knowledge addresses some of the sacred cows of transport planning
and has allowed us to breakdown misconcepons and deliver transport networks that deliver
for modern lifestyles.

Misconception: Commuters use the same form of transport
everyday.
Fact: Over 3 days, 90 percent of commuters will change their
journey. These changes could be due to changing weather,
sporting commitments or a sleep-in. These changes mean the
travel needs also change, with the potential for a new ticket,
timetable or route.
DAY 1: Monday 8am

DAY 2: Monday 8am

DAY 3: Monday 8am

Within 3 DAYS: 24 diﬀerent people Within 1 MONTH: 150 diﬀerent people

Designing world class
networks to match
local needs - Neolis

Keolis Downer embraces the Neolis process for community consultaon, network analysis
and redesign. Neolis was developed by Keolis and has been applied and reﬁned by applicaon
around the world.
Through the Neolis approach we collaborate with the community to design transport networks
that match travel demands. This customer-focused, ground-up approach to network design is
revoluonary and can go against established thinking on the provision of transport.
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Rethinking
Transport
Networks

Our goal is to accommodate demand for transport with
an appropriate service, rather than to add new services
to the edges of a network. This approach best matches
demand and ensures value for money. Our results
are seen in increased public transport use, improved
customer sasfacon and improved value for money
for government.
The Neolis approach is part of our commitment to
partner with governments and public transport
authories to understand the changing needs of
cies and their inhabitants to match the provision of
transport to changing lifestyles and growth. The Neolis
approach should be applied every ﬁve to eight years (to
cater for demographic change) or sooner where there is
an obvious need, such as substanal populaon growth,
urban renewal, technological or economic change.

PLAN
a journey

Delivering on
the needs of
passengers

ACCESS
to the
staon

WAIT
for the
train

In the ﬁrst ﬁve years
following the deployment
of light rail and Neolisbased network redesign, the
Bordeaux transport network
experienced a 40% increase
in use. We have commied
to a further 34% increase
over the next 8 years in a
new contract signed in 2014

TRAVEL
on board

INTERCHANGE
OR EXIT
to ﬁnal desnaon

SUBMIT
feedback

The level of community engagement and consultaon inherent in the Neolis approach is well
regarded by communies and their leaders. The transparency of the process helps people
understand why changes, that are beer for the overall network, are necessary. Prior to any
changes taking place, the impacts of potenal changes must be fully assessed, any service
reducons fully understood and discussed with the community. Only after this occurs, can a
balanced soluon be developed and proposed to decision makers for assessment and potenal
adopon.
Government is then able to make an informed choice about the
future network, balancing the needs of the community and the
opportunity of reform.
As well as the community, staﬀ are key players in the process.
Transport operators, including drivers and customer service
staﬀ, know the network beer than most and their ideas are
integrated into the design of the new network. This helps
these ‘local experts’ feel part of the process and enhances their
ownership of the ulmate outcome.

It is essenal to look
beyond a single mode
of transport as the
average journey to
work uses 1.7 modes
of transit

Neolis has been applied in Bordeaux where the reworked network experienced growth of 40%.
In Dijon, public transport use grew by more than 20 percent in the ﬁrst year, with 10 percent in
each of the following years, after the introducon of light rail and a Neolis network redesign.
While patronage growth following the redesign of a network will vary, the potenal to deliver
increased public transport use is clear.

Proven results
on Australian
networks

We have spent years improving and reﬁning these tools and have seen them rejuvenate
networks and grow patronage, parcularly where we operate mulple modes.
The Keoscopie research and the Neolis approach have informed metable development for our
two Australian light rail networks but Keolis Downer’s true capacity for network design has not
been fully realised in Australia or New Zealand. In partnership with government, Keolis Downer
seeks opportunies to deploy Neolis to network planning for an enre geographical region.
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